GUIDED TOURS FOR SCHOOLS
MECSPE 26-28 March 2020 – Parma (Italy)

Only last years of secondary schools are admitted, accompanied by teachers (n. 1 every 10 students).
The tour has a formative aim; therefore, the admitted schools can take part in the visit of the exhibition **only by filling-in this form.**
In order to book the tour, please send to andrea.caggese@senaf.it the below form and the list of names + surnames + date of birth of the visiting students on letterhead of the Institute within **14th February 2020.** No exceptions allowed.
Please, state in the object of your email the name of the school and the city.
A week before the event you will receive the program of the guided tour.
After the end of the exhibition, upon request we will send you a certificate of attendance.

**Program:**

- **h. 10.30 am ->** Welcome at RECEPTION – SCHOOL DESK – DESK SCUOLE (HALL 4) and delivery of the entry tickets.
  (Teachers will have to go to the school desk while students will wait outside until teachers return with the badges).

- **h. 11.00 am ->** Tour start. Duration: around 2 hours
FORM FOR THE BOOKING OF MECSPE GUIDED TOURS 26-28 MARCH 2020 - Parma

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM WITHIN 14th FEBRUARY 2020 (mandatory deadline)

SCHOOL

CLASS..................COURSE...................................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS...........................................................................................................................................................................

POST CODE...............CITY..........................................................................................................................REGION ..............

PHONE..........................FAX..............................................MAIL.........................................................................................

HEADMASTER........................................................................................................................................................................

TEACHER...............................................................................................................................................................................

MOBILE PHONE....................................................................................................................................................................

TEACHER...............................................................................................................................................................................

MOBILE PHONE....................................................................................................................................................................

TEACHER...............................................................................................................................................................................

MOBILE PHONE....................................................................................................................................................................

WE ARE INTERESTED IN VISITING THE EXHIBITION (CHOOSE ONE OF THESE CHOICES):

☐ THURSDAY 26/03/2020   ☐ SATURDAY 28/03/2020

ENCL. LIST OF NAMES + SURNAMES + DATE OF BIRTH OF THE VISITING STUDENTS ON LETTERHEAD OF THE INSTITUTE

BEHAVIOURAL RULES: During the tour, every student must wear his / her own badge. Moreover, it is forbidden to disturb visitors / business operators / exhibitors and to bivouac in the halls.

In case of infraction, students will be dismissed from the exhibition and their school will not be admitted to the event anymore.

STAMP AND SIGNATURE .................................................................

Date.................................................................